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All 8s Starting L- 

LAAGERED AADEEGLR LAAGER, to form defensive encampment [v] 

LABARUMS AABLMRSU LABARUM, ecclesiastical banner [n] 

LABDANUM AABDLMNU fragrant resin [n -S] 

LABELERS ABEELLRS LABELER, one that labels (to describe or designate) [n] 

LABELING ABEGILLN LABEL, to describe or designate [v] 

LABELLED ABDEELLL LABEL, to describe or designate [v] 

LABELLER ABEELLLR labeler (one that labels (to describe or designate)) [n -S] 

LABELLUM ABELLLMU lower petal of orchid [n -LLA] 

LABIALLY AABILLLY by means of lips [adv] 

LABIATED AABDEILT having corollas that are divided into two liplike parts [adj] 

LABIATES AABEILST LABIATE, labiated plant [n] 

LABILITY ABIILLTY state of being labile (likely to change) [n -TIES] 

LABORERS ABELORRS LABORER, one that labors (to work (to exert one's powers of body or mind for some purpose)) [n] 

LABORING ABGILNOR LABOR, to work (to exert one's powers of body or mind for some purpose) [v] 

LABORITE ABEILORT supporter of labor interests [n -S] 

LABOURED ABDELORU LABOUR, to labor (to work (to exert one's powers of body or mind for some purpose)) [v] 

LABOURER ABELORRU laborer (one that labors (to work)) [n -S] 

LABRADOR AABDLORR hunting dog [n -S] 

LABROIDS ABDILORS LABROID, marine fish [n] 

LABRUSCA AABCLRSU fox grape [n -S] 

LABURNUM ABLMNRUU ornamental tree [n -S] 

LACELESS ACEELLSS lacking lace [adj] 

LACELIKE ACEEIKLL resembling lace [adj] 

LACERATE AACEELRT to tear roughly [v -D, -TING, -S] 

LACERTID ACDEILRT type of lizard (any of suborder of reptiles) [n -S] 

LACEWING ACEGILNW winged insect [n -S] 

LACEWOOD ACDELOOW Australian tree [n -S] 

LACEWORK ACEKLORW delicate openwork fabric [n -S] 

LACHESES ACEEHLSS LACHES, undue delay in asserting legal right [n] 

LACINESS ACEILNSS quality of being lacy (resembling lacework (delicate openwork fabric)) [n -ES] 

LACKADAY AAACDKLY used to express regret [interj] 

LACKERED ACDEEKLR LACKER, to lacquer (to coat with glossy substance) [v] 

LACKEYED ACDEEKLY LACKEY, to act in servile manner [v] 

LACONISM ACILMNOS brevity of expression [n -S] 

LACQUERS ACELQRSU LACQUER, to coat with glossy substance [v] 

LACQUEYS ACELQSUY LACQUEY, to lackey (to act in servile manner) [v] 

LACRIMAL AACILLMR small bone of eye socket [n -S] 

LACROSSE ACELORSS type of ball game [n -S] 

LACRYMAL AACLLMRY lacrimal (small bone of eye socket) [n -S] 

LACTASES AACELSST LACTASE, enzyme (complex protein) [n] 

LACTATED AACDELTT LACTATE, to secrete milk [v] 

LACTATES AACELSTT LACTATE, to secrete milk [v] 

LACTEALS AACELLST LACTEAL, lymphatic vessel [n] 

LACTEOUS ACELOSTU resembling milk [adj] 

LACTITOL ACILLOTT artificial sweetener [n -S] 

LACTONES ACELNOST LACTONE, any of group of esters [n] 
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LACTONIC ACCILNOT LACTONE, any of group of esters [adj] 

LACTOSES ACELOSST LACTOSE, lactic sugar [n] 

LACUNARS AACLNRSU LACUNAR, ceiling with recessed panels [n] 

LACUNARY AACLNRUY LACUNA, empty space or missing part [adj] 

LACUNATE AACELNTU LACUNA, empty space or missing part [adj] 

LACUNOSE ACELNOSU marked by shallow depressions [adj] 

LADANUMS AADLMNSU LADANUM, labdanum (fragrant resin) [n] 

LADDERED ADDDEELR LADDER, to cause run in stocking [v] 

LADDIEST ADDEILST LADDY, laddish in behavior [adj] 

LADDISMS ADDILMSS LADDISM, boisterous macho behavior by lads [n] 

LADENING ADEGILNN LADEN, LADE, to load with cargo [v] 

LADHOODS ADDHLOOS LADHOOD, state of being lad (boy or youth) [n] 

LADLEFUL ADEFLLLU as much as ladle will hold [n -S] 

LADRONES ADELNORS LADRONE, thief (one that steals (to take without right or permission)) [n] 

LADYBIRD ABDDILRY ladybug (small beetle) [n -S] 

LADYBUGS ABDGLSUY LADYBUG, small beetle [n] 

LADYFISH ADFHILSY bonefish (slender marine fish) [n -ES] 

LADYHOOD ADDHLOOY state of being lady (woman of refinement and gentle manners) [n -S] 

LADYKINS ADIKLNSY LADYKIN, small lady [n] 

LADYLIKE ADEIKLLY resembling or suitable to lady [adj] 

LADYLOVE ADELLOVY sweetheart [n -S] 

LADYNESS ADELNSSY quality or state of being lady [n -ES] 

LADYPALM AADLLMPY palm tree [n -S] 

LADYSHIP ADHILPSY condition of being lady [n -S] 

LAETRILE AEEILLRT drug derived from apricot pits [n -S] 

LAGERING AEGGILNR LAGER, to laager (to form defensive encampment) [v] 

LAGGARDS AADGGLRS LAGGARD, one that lags (to stay or fall behind) [n] 

LAGGINGS AGGGILNS LAGGING, insulating material [n] 

LAGNAPPE AAEGLNPP small gift given to customer with his purchase [n -S] 

LAGOONAL AAGLLNOO LAGOON, shallow body of water [adj] 

LAICALLY AACILLLY LAIC, layman (member of laity) [adv] 

LAICISED ACDEIILS LAICISE, to laicize (to free from clerical control) [v] 

LAICISES ACEIILSS LAICISE, to laicize (to free from clerical control) [v] 

LAICISMS ACIILMSS LAICISM, political system free from clerical control [n] 

LAICIZED ACDEIILZ LAICIZE, to free from clerical control [v] 

LAICIZES ACEIILSZ LAICIZE, to free from clerical control [v] 

LAIRAGES AAEGILRS LAIRAGE, place where cattle are housed at markets [n] 

LAIRIEST AEIILRST LAIRY, unpleasantly loud [adj] 

LAITANCE AACEILNT milky deposit on surface of fresh concrete [n -S] 

LAKEBEDS ABDEEKLS LAKEBED, floor of lake [n] 

LAKEFILL AEFIKLLL area of land built by filling lake [n -S] 

LAKEHEAD AADEEHKL shore of lake farthest from outlet [n -S] 

LAKELAND AADEKLLN area with many lakes [n -S] 

LAKELIKE AEEIKKLL LAKE, sizable inland body of water [adj] 

LAKEPORT AEKLOPRT city located on shore of lake [n -S] 

LAKESIDE ADEEIKLS land along edge of lake [n -S] 

LAKEVIEW AEEIKLVW overlooking lake (sizable inland body of water) [adj] 
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LAKEWARD AADEKLRW facing lake (sizable inland body of water) [adj] 

LALIQUES AEILLQSU LALIQUE, style of cut glass or crystal [n] 

LALLANDS AADLLLNS LALLAND, lowland (area of land lying lower than adjacent country) [n] 

LALLYGAG AAGGLLLY to dawdle (to waste time) [v -GGED, -GGING, -S] 

LAMASERY AAELMRSY monastery of lamas [n -RIES] 

LAMBADAS AAABDLMS LAMBADA, Brazilian dance [n] 

LAMBASTE AABELMST to beat severely [v -D, -TING, -S] 

LAMBASTS AABLMSST LAMBAST, to lambaste (to beat severely) [v] 

LAMBDOID ABDDILMO LAMBDA, Greek letter [adj] 

LAMBENCY ABCELMNY quality or instance of being lambent (flickering lightly and softly over surface) [n -CIES] 

LAMBERTS ABELMRST LAMBERT, unit of brightness [n] 

LAMBIEST ABEILMST LAMBY, resembling lamb [adj] 

LAMBINGS ABGILMNS LAMBING, birth of lambs on farm [n] 

LAMBKILL ABIKLLLM evergreen shrub [n -S] 

LAMBKINS ABIKLMNS LAMBKIN, small lamb [n] 

LAMBLIKE ABEIKLLM resembling lamb [adj] 

LAMBSKIN ABIKLMNS skin of lamb [n -S] 

LAMELLAE AAEELLLM LAMELLA, thin plate, scale, or membrane [n] 

LAMELLAR AAELLLMR LAMELLA, thin plate, scale, or membrane [adj] 

LAMELLAS AAELLLMS LAMELLA, thin plate, scale, or membrane [n] 

LAMENESS AEELMNSS state of being lame (physically disabled) [n -ES] 

LAMENTED ADEELMNT LAMENT, to express sorrow or regret for [v] 

LAMENTER AEELMNRT one that laments (to express sorrow or regret for) [n -S] 

LAMINALS AAILLMNS LAMINAL, speech sound articulated with blade of tongue [n] 

LAMINARY AAILMNRY LAMINA, thin plate, scale, or layer [adj] 

LAMINATE AAEILMNT to compress into thin plate [v -D, -TING, -S] 

LAMININS AIILMNNS LAMININ, glycoprotein [n] 

LAMINOSE AEILMNOS composed of laminae [adj] 

LAMINOUS AILMNOSU laminose (composed of laminae) [adj] 

LAMISTER AEILMRST lamster (fugitive (one who flees)) [n -S] 

LAMPASES AAELMPSS LAMPAS, inflammation of roof of horse's mouth [n] 

LAMPIONS AILMNOPS LAMPION, type of light-generating device [n] 

LAMPLESS AELLMPSS lacking lamp (device for giving light) [adj] 

LAMPOONS ALMNOOPS LAMPOON, to ridicule in satirical composition [v] 

LAMPPOST ALMOPPST post supporting streetlight [n -S] 

LAMPREYS AELMPRSY LAMPREY, eellike fish [n] 

LAMPYRID ADILMPRY any of family of beetles [n -S] 

LAMSTERS AELMRSST LAMSTER, fugitive (one who flees) [n] 

LANCELET ACEELLNT small marine organism [n -S] 

LANCETED ACDEELNT LANCET, narrow, pointed arch [adj] 

LANCHING ACGHILNN LANCH, to haul boat over ice [v] 

LANCIERS ACEILNRS French dance [n LANCIERS] 

LANDFALL AADFLLLN sighting or approach to land [n -S] 

LANDFAST AADFLNST attached to shore -- used of ice [adj] 

LANDFILL ADFILLLN to build up area by burying refuse [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

LANDFORM ADFLMNOR natural feature of earth's surface [n -S] 

LANDGRAB AABDGLNR swift and often fraudulent seizure of land [n -S] 
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LANDINGS ADGILNNS LANDING, place for discharging or taking on passengers or cargo [n] 

LANDLADY AADDLLNY female landlord [n -DIES] 

LANDLERS ADELLNRS LANDLER, slow Austrian dance [n] 

LANDLESS ADELLNSS owning no land [adj] 

LANDLINE ADEILLNN line of communication on land [n -S] 

LANDLORD ADDLLNOR one who owns and rents out real estate [n -S] 

LANDMARK AADKLMNR to designate building or site as place of historical or aesthetic importance [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

LANDMASS AADLMNSS large area of land [n -ES] 

LANDSIDE ADDEILNS part of plow [n -S] 

LANDSKIP ADIKLNPS landscape [n -S] 

LANDSLID ADDILLNS LANDSLIDE, to win election by overwhelming majority [v] 

LANDSLIP ADILLNPS fall of mass of earth [n -S] 

LANDSMAN AADLMNNS fellow Jew coming from one's own section of Eastern Europe [n -SLEIT] / landman (one who lives and works on land) [n -SLEIT, -MEN] 

LANDSMEN ADELMNNS LANDSMAN, fellow Jew coming from one's own section of Eastern Europe [n] 

LANDWARD AADDLNRW toward land [adv] 

LANDWASH AADHLNSW shore area between high-water mark and sea [n -ES] 

LANEWAYS AAELNSWY LANEWAY, lane (narrow passageway) [n] 

LANGLAUF AAFGLLNU cross-country ski run [n -S] 

LANGLEYS AEGLLNSY LANGLEY, unit of illumination [n] 

LANGRAGE AAEGGLNR shot formerly used in naval warfare [n -S] 

LANGRELS AEGLLNRS LANGREL, langrage (shot formerly used in naval warfare) [n] 

LANGSHAN AAGHLNNS any of breed of large domestic fowl [n -S] 

LANGSYNE AEGLNNSY time long past [n -S] 

LANGUAGE AAEGGLNU body of words and systems serving as means of communication [n -S] 

LANGUETS AEGLNSTU LANGUET, tonguelike part [n] 

LANGUISH AGHILNSU to lose vigor or vitality [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

LANGUORS AGLNORSU LANGUOR, state of being languid (lacking in vigor or vitality) [n] 

LANIARDS AADILNRS LANIARD, lanyard (fastening rope on ship) [n] 

LANITALS AAILLNST LANITAL, woollike fiber [n] 

LANKIEST AEIKLNST LANKY, ungracefully tall and thin [adj] 

LANKNESS AEKLNNSS state of being lank (long and slender) [n -ES] 

LANNERET AEELNNRT male lanner [n -S] 

LANOLINE AEILLNNO lanolin (fatty substance obtained from wool) [n -S] 

LANOLINS AILLNNOS LANOLIN, fatty substance obtained from wool [n] 

LANOSITY AILNOSTY tate of being lanose (lanate (covered with wool)) [n -S] 

LANTANAS AAALNNST LANTANA, tropical shrub [n] 

LANTERNS AELNNRST LANTERN, protective case for light [n] 

LANTHORN AHLNNORT lantern (protective case for light) [n -S] 

LANYARDS AADLNRSY LANYARD, fastening rope on ship [n] 

LAPBOARD AABDLOPR flat board used as table or desk [n -S] 

LAPELLED ADEELLLP LAPEL, extension of collar of garment [adj] 

LAPIDARY AADILPRY one who works with precious stones [n -RIES] 

LAPIDATE AADEILPT to hurl stones at [v -D, -TING, -S] 

LAPIDIFY ADFIILPY to turn to stone [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

LAPIDIST ADIILPST lapidary (one who works with precious stones) [n -S] 

LAPILLUS AILLLPSU small fragment of lava [n -LLI] 

LAPPERED ADEELPPR LAPPER, to lopper (to curdle (to congeal (to change from fluid to solid))) [v] 
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LAPPETED ADEELPPT LAPPET, decorative flap on garment [adj] 

LAPSABLE AABELLPS LAPSE, to fall from previous standard [adj] 

LAPSIBLE ABEILLPS LAPSE, to fall from previous standard [adj] 

LAPWINGS AGILNPSW LAPWING, shore bird [n] 

LARBOARD AABDLORR left-hand side of ship [n -S] 

LARCENER ACEELNRR one that commits larceny [n -S] 

LARDIEST ADEILRST LARDY, resembling lard [adj] 

LARDLIKE ADEIKLLR resembling lard [adj] 

LARDOONS ADLNOORS LARDOON, lardon (thin slice of bacon or pork) [n] 

LARGANDO AADGLNOR becoming gradually slower -- used as musical direction [adj] 

LARGESSE AEEGLRSS largess (generosity) [n -S] 

LARIATED AADEILRT LARIAT, to lasso (to catch with lasso (long rope with running noose)) [v] 

LARIGANS AAGILNRS LARIGAN, leather boot [n] 

LARKIEST AEIKLRST LARKY, playful (frolicsome) [adj] 

LARKSOME AEKLMORS playful (frolicsome) [adj] 

LARKSPUR AKLPRRSU flowering plant [n -S] 

LARRIGAN AAGILNRR larigan (leather boot) [n -S] 

LARRIKIN AIIKLNRR rowdy (rowdy person) [n -S] 

LARRUPED ADELPRRU LARRUP, to beat or thrash [v] 

LARRUPER AELPRRRU one that larrups (to beat or thrash) [n -S] 

LARYNGAL AAGLLNRY speech sound articulated in larynx [n -S] 

LARYNGES AEGLNRSY LARYNX, organ of respiratory tract [n] 

LARYNXES AELNRSXY LARYNX, organ of respiratory tract [n] 

LASAGNAS AAAGLNSS LASAGNA, Italian baked dish [n] 

LASAGNES AAEGLNSS LASAGNE, lasagna (Italian baked dish) [n] 

LASERING AEGILNRS LASER, to treat with laser (device that amplifies light waves) [v] 

LASHINGS AGHILNSS LASHING, flogging (whipping (material used to whip)) [n] 

LASHKARS AAHKLRSS LASHKAR, lascar (East Indian sailor) [n] 

LASHLESS AEHLLSSS lacking lash (whip) [adj] 

LASSOERS AELORSSS LASSOER, one that lassos (to catch with lasso (long rope with running noose)) [n] 

LASSOING AGILNOSS LASSO, to catch with lasso (long rope with running noose) [v] 

LASTBORN ABLNORST child born last in family [n -S] 

LASTINGS AGILNSST LASTING, durable fabric [n] 

LATAKIAS AAAIKLST LATAKIA, variety of Turkish tobacco [n] 

LATCHETS ACEHLSTT LATCHET, thong used to fasten shoe [n] 

LATCHING ACGHILNT LATCH, to close with type of fastening device [v] 

LATCHKEY ACEHKLTY key for opening latched door [n -S] 

LATEENER AEEELNRT lateen (sailing vessel) [n -S] 

LATENESS AEELNSST state of being late (coming or occurring after expected time) [n -ES] 

LATENING AEGILNNT LATEN, to become late [v] 

LATENTLY AELLNTTY in dormant (lying asleep) manner [adv] 

LATERALS AAELLRST LATERAL, to execute type of pass in football [v] 

LATERITE AEEILRTT type of soil [n -S] 

LATERIZE AEEILRTZ to convert to laterite [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

LATEWOOD ADELOOTW part of annual ring of wood [n -S] 

LATHERED ADEEHLRT LATHER, to cover with lather (light foam) [v] 

LATHERER AEEHLRRT one that lathers (to cover with lather (light foam)) [n -S] 
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LATHIEST AEHILSTT LATHY, long and slender [adj] 

LATHINGS AGHILNST LATHING, work made of or using laths [n] 

LATHWORK AHKLORTW lathing (work made of or using laths) [n -S] 

LATIGOES AEGILOST LATIGO, strap used to fasten saddle [n] 

LATILLAS AAILLLST LATILLA, peeled limb used in ceilings [n] 

LATINITY AIILNTTY manner of writing or speaking Latin [n -TIES] 

LATINIZE AEIILNTZ to translate into Latin [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

LATITUDE ADEILTTU freedom from narrow restrictions [n -S] 

LATOSOLS ALLOOSST LATOSOL, tropical soil [n] 

LATRINES AEILNRST LATRINE, type of toilet [n] 

LATTERLY AELLRTTY lately (not long ago) [adv] 

LATTICED ACDEILTT LATTICE, to form structure consisting of interlaced strips of material [v] 

LATTICES ACEILSTT LATTICE, to form structure consisting of interlaced strips of material [v] 

LAUDABLE AABDELLU worthy of praise [adj]  

LAUDABLY AABDLLUY LAUDABLE, worthy of praise [adv] 

LAUDANUM AADLMNUU type of opium preparation [n -S] 

LAUDATOR AADLORTU lauder (one that lauds (to praise)) [n -S] 

LAUGHERS AEGHLRSU LAUGHER, one that laughs (to express emotion, typically mirth, by series of inarticulate sounds) [n] 

LAUGHING AGGHILNU LAUGH, to express emotion, typically mirth, by series of inarticulate sounds [v] / laughter (act or sound of one that laughs) [n -S] 

LAUGHTER AEGHLRTU act or sound of one that laughs [n -S] 

LAUNCHED ACDEHLNU LAUNCH, to set in motion [v] 

LAUNCHER ACEHLNRU launching device [n -S] 

LAUNCHES ACEHLNSU LAUNCH, to set in motion [v] 

LAUNDERS ADELNRSU LAUNDER, to wash clothes [v] 

LAUREATE AAEELRTU to laurel (to crown with wreath of evergreen leaves) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

LAURELED ADEELLRU LAUREL, to crown with wreath of evergreen leaves [v] 

LAUWINES AEILNSUW LAUWINE, avalanche [n] 

LAVABOES AABELOSV LAVABO, ceremonial washing in certain Christian churches [n] 

LAVALAVA AAAALLVV Polynesian garment [n -S] 

LAVALIER AAEILLRV pendant worn on chain around neck [n -S] 

LAVALIKE AAEIKLLV resembling lava (molten rock that issues from volcano) [adj] 

LAVASHES AAEHLSSV LAVASH, thin flat bread of Armenian origin [n] 

LAVATERA AAAELRTV plant of mallow family [n -S] 

LAVATION AAILNOTV acting of washing [n -S] 

LAVATORY AALORTVY room equipped with washing and toilet facilities [n -RIES] 

LAVEERED ADEEELRV LAVEER, to sail against wind [v] 

LAVENDER ADEELNRV to sprinkle with type of perfume [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

LAVEROCK ACEKLORV songbird (bird that utters musical call) [n -S] 

LAVISHED ADEHILSV LAVISH, to expend or give in great amounts [v] 

LAVISHER AEHILRSV LAVISH, expending or giving in great amounts [adj] / one that lavishes (to expend or give in great amounts) [n -S] 

LAVISHES AEHILSSV LAVISH, to expend or give in great amounts [v] 

LAVISHLY AHILLSVY LAVISH, expending or giving in great amounts [adv] 

LAVROCKS ACKLORSV LAVROCK, laverock (songbird (bird that utters musical call)) [n] 

LAWBOOKS ABKLOOSW LAWBOOK, book containing or dealing with laws [n] 

LAWFULLY AFLLLUWY LAWFUL, allowed by law (body of rules governing affairs of community) [adv] 

LAWGIVER AEGILRVW one who institutes legal system [n -S] 

LAWMAKER AAEKLMRW legislator [n -S] 
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LAWSUITS AILSSTUW LAWSUIT, legal action [n] 

LAWYERED ADEELRWY LAWYER, to work as member of legal profession [v] 

LAWYERLY AELLRWYY befitting member of legal profession [adj] 

LAXATION AAILNOTX act of relaxing (to make less tense or rigid) [n -S] 

LAXATIVE AAEILTVX drug that stimulates evacuation of bowels [n -S] 

LAXITIES AEIILSTX LAXITY, state of being lax (not strict or stringent) [n] 

LAYABOUT AABLOTUY lazy person [n -S] 

LAYAWAYS AAALSWYY LAYAWAY, item that has been reserved with down payment [n] 

LAYERAGE AAEEGLRY method of plant propagation [n -S] 

LAYERING AEGILNRY LAYER, to form layer (single thickness, coating, or covering) [v] / layerage (method of plant propagation) [n -S] 

LAYETTES AEELSTTY LAYETTE, outfit of clothing and equipment for newborn child [n] 

LAYOVERS AELORSVY LAYOVER, stopover (brief stop in course of journey) [n] 

LAYWOMAN AALMNOWY female member of laity [n -MEN] 

LAYWOMEN AELMNOWY LAYWOMAN, female member of laity [n] 

LAZARETS AAELRSTZ LAZARET, hospital treating contagious diseases [n] 

LAZINESS AEILNSSZ state of being lazy (disinclined toward work or exertion) [n -ES] 

LAZULITE AEILLTUZ mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S] 

LAZURITE AEILRTUZ mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S] 

LEACHATE AACEEHLT solution obtained by leaching [n -S] 

LEACHERS ACEEHLRS LEACHER, one that leaches (to subject to filtering action of liquid) [n] 

LEACHIER ACEEHILR LEACHY, porous (having minute openings) [adj] 

LEACHING ACEGHILN LEACH, to subject to filtering action of liquid [v] 

LEADABLE AABDEELL LEAD, to cover with lead (heavy metallic element) [adj] 

LEADENED ADDEEELN LEADEN, to make dull or sluggish [v] 

LEADENLY ADEELLNY LEADEN, to make dull or sluggish [adv] 

LEADIEST ADEEILST LEADY, resembling lead [adj] 

LEADINGS ADEGILNS LEADING, covering or border of lead [n] 

LEADLESS ADEELLSS having no lead [adj] 

LEADOFFS ADEFFLOS LEADOFF, opening play or move [n] 

LEADSMAN AADELMNS seaman who measures depth of water [n -MEN] 

LEADSMEN ADEELMNS LEADSMAN, seaman who measures depth of water [n] 

LEADWORK ADEKLORW something made of lead [n -S] 

LEADWORT ADELORTW tropical plant [n -S] 

LEAFAGES AAEEFGLS LEAFAGE, foliage (growth of leaves of plant) [n] 

LEAFIEST AEEFILST LEAFY, covered with leaves [adj] 

LEAFLESS AEEFLLSS having no leaves [adj] 

LEAFLETS AEEFLLST LEAFLET, to distribute printed sheets of paper [v] 

LEAFLIKE AEEFIKLL resembling leaf (usually green, flattened organ of vascular plants) [adj] 

LEAFMOLD ADEFLLMO soil composed mostly of decayed leaves [n -S] 

LEAFROLL AEFLLLOR virus disease of potatoes [n -S] 

LEAFWORM AEFLMORW moth larva that feeds on leaves [n -S] 

LEAGUERS AEEGLRSU LEAGUER, to besiege (to surround (to extend completely around)) [v] 

LEAGUING AEGGILNU LEAGUE, to come together for common purpose [v] 

LEAKAGES AAEEGKLS LEAKAGE, act or instance of leaking [n] 

LEAKIEST AEEIKLST LEAKY, tending to leak [adj] 

LEAKLESS AEEKLLSS designed not to leak [adj] 

LEALTIES AEEILLST LEALTY, loyalty (state of being loyal (faithful to one's allegiance)) [n] 
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LEANINGS AEGILNNS LEANING, tendency (inclination to act or think in particular way) [n] 

LEANNESS AEELNNSS state of being lean (having little fat) [n -ES] 

LEAPFROG AEFGLOPR to jump over with legs wide apart [v -GGED, -GGING, -S] 

LEARIEST AEEILRST LEARY, leery (suspicious) [adj] 

LEARNERS AEELNRRS LEARNER, one that learns (to gain knowledge by experience, instruction, or study) [n] 

LEARNING AEGILNNR acquired knowledge [n -S] / LEARN, to gain knowledge by experience, instruction, or study [v] 

LEASABLE AABEELLS LEASE, to grant temporary use of in exchange for rent [adj] 

LEASHING AEGHILNS LEASH, to restrain animal with line or thong [v] 

LEASINGS AEGILNSS LEASING, falsehood [n] 

LEATHERN AEEHLNRT made of leather [adj] 

LEATHERS AEEHLRST LEATHER, to cover with leather (dressed or tanned hide of animal) [v] 

LEATHERY AEEHLRTY resembling leather [adj -RIER, -RIEST] 

LEAVENED ADEEELNV LEAVEN, to produce fermentation in [v] 

LEAVENER AEEELNRV one that has tempering influence [n -S] 

LEAVIEST AEEILSTV LEAVY, leafy (covered with leaves) [adj] 

LEAVINGS AEGILNSV LEAVING, leftover (unused or unconsumed portion) [n] 

LECHAYIM ACEHILMY lehayim (traditional Jewish toast) [n -S] 

LECHERED CDEEEHLR LECHER, to engage in lechery [v] 

LECITHIN CEHIILNT any of group of fatty substances found in plant and animal tissues [n -S] 

LECTERNS CEELNRST LECTERN, reading desk [n] 

LECTIONS CEILNOST LECTION, portion of sacred writing read in church service [n] 

LECTURED CDEELRTU LECTURE, to expound on specific subject [v] 

LECTURER CEELRRTU one that lectures (to expound on specific subject) [n -S] 

LECTURES CEELRSTU LECTURE, to expound on specific subject [v] 

LECYTHIS CEHILSTY designating family of tropical shrubs [adj] 

LECYTHUS CEHLSTUY lekythos (oil jar used in ancient Greece) [n -HI] 

LEDGIEST DEEGILST LEDGY, abounding in ledges [adj] 

LEEBOARD ABDEELOR board attached to sailing vessel to prevent leeway [n -S] 

LEECHING CEEGHILN LEECH, to cling to and feed upon or drain [v] 

LEERIEST EEEILRST LEERY, suspicious [adj] 

LEEWARDS ADEELRSW LEEWARD, direction toward which wind is blowing [n] 

LEFTISMS EFILMSST LEFTISM, liberal political philosophy [n] 

LEFTISTS EFILSSTT LEFTIST, advocate of leftism [n] 

LEFTMOST EFLMOSTT farthest on left [adj] 

LEFTOVER EEFLORTV unused or unconsumed portion [n -S] 

LEFTWARD ADEFLRTW toward left [adv] 

LEFTWING EFGILNTW favoring leftism (liberal political philosophy) [adj] 

LEGACIES ACEEGILS LEGACY, something bequeathed [n] 

LEGALESE AEEEGLLS specialized language of lawyers [n -S] 

LEGALISE AEEGILLS to legalize (to make lawful) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

LEGALISM AEGILLMS strict conformity to law [n -S] 

LEGALIST AEGILLST adherent of legalism (strict conformity to law) [n -S] 

LEGALITY AEGILLTY condition of being lawful [n -TIES] 

LEGALIZE AEEGILLZ to make lawful [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

LEGATEES AEEEGLST LEGATEE, inheritor of legacy [n] 

LEGATINE AEEGILNT pertaining to official envoy [adj] 

LEGATING AEGGILNT LEGATE, to bequeath (to grant by testament) [v] 
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LEGATION AEGILNOT sending of official envoy [n -S] 

LEGATORS AEGLORST LEGATOR, one that legates (to bequeath (to grant by testament)) [n] 

LEGENDRY DEEGLNRY collection of legends [n -RIES] 

LEGERITY EEGILRTY quickness of mind or body [n -TIES] 

LEGGIERO EEGGILOR in light or graceful manner -- used as musical direction [adv] 

LEGGIEST EEGGILST LEGGY, having long legs [adj] 

LEGGINGS EGGGILNS LEGGING, covering for leg [n] 

LEGHOLDS DEGHLLOS LEGHOLD, trap that catches animal by its leg [n] 

LEGHORNS EGHLNORS LEGHORN, smooth, plaited straw [n] 

LEGROOMS EGLMOORS LEGROOM, space in which to extend legs [n] 

LEGUMINS EGILMNSU LEGUMIN, plant protein [n] 

LEGWORKS EGKLORSW LEGWORK, work that involves extensive walking [n] 

LEHAYIMS AEHILMSY LEHAYIM, traditional Jewish toast [n] 

LEISTERS EEILRSST LEISTER, to spear with three-pronged fishing implement [v] 

LEISURED DEEILRSU LEISURE, freedom from demands of work or duty [adj] 

LEISURES EEILRSSU LEISURE, freedom from demands of work or duty [n] 

LEKYTHOI EHIKLOTY LEKYTHOS, oil jar used in ancient Greece [n] 

LEKYTHOS EHKLOSTY oil jar used in ancient Greece [n -OI] 

LEKYTHUS EHKLSTUY lekythos (oil jar used in ancient Greece) [n -HI] 

LEMMINGS EGILMMNS LEMMING, mouselike rodent [n] 

LEMNISCI CEIILMNS bands of nerve fibers [n LEMNISCI] 

LEMONADE ADEELMNO beverage (liquid for drinking) [n -S] 

LEMONIER EEILMNOR LEMONY, LEMON, citrus fruit [adj] 

LEMONISH EHILMNOS LEMON, citrus fruit [adj] 

LEMPIRAS AEILMPRS LEMPIRA, monetary unit of Honduras [n] 

LEMURINE EEILMNRU pertaining to lemur (arboreal mammal related to monkeys) [adj] 

LEMUROID DEILMORU lemur (arboreal mammal related to monkeys) [n -S] 

LENDABLE ABDEELLN LEND, to give temporary use of [adj] 

LENDINGS DEGILNNS LENDING, act of giving something temporarily [n] 

LENGTHEN EEGHLNNT to make or become longer [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

LENIENCE CEEEILNN leniency (quality of being lenient (gently tolerant)) [n -S] 

LENIENCY CEEILNNY quality of being lenient (gently tolerant) [n -CIES] 

LENITIES EEIILNST LENITY, leniency (quality of being lenient (gently tolerant)) [n] 

LENITING EGIILNNT LENITE, to articulate lenis [v] 

LENITION EIILNNOT change in articulation [n -S] 

LENITIVE EEIILNTV soothing medicine [n -S] 

LENSINGS EGILNNSS LENSING, act or instance of filming motion picture [n] 

LENSLESS EELLNSSS LENS, to make film of [adj] 

LENTANDO ADELNNOT becoming slower -- used as musical direction [adv] 

LENTICEL CEEILLNT mass of cells on plant stem [n -S] 

LENTISKS EIKLNSST LENTISK, evergreen tree [n] 

LENTOIDS DEILNOST LENTOID, object shaped like lens [n] 

LEOPARDS ADELOPRS LEOPARD, large, carnivorous feline mammal [n] 

LEOTARDS ADELORST LEOTARD, close-fitting garment [n] 

LEPIDOTE DEEILOPT flowering shrub [n -S] 

LEPORIDS DEILOPRS LEPORID, gnawing mammal [n] 

LEPORINE EEILNOPR resembling rabbit or hare [adj] 
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LEPROTIC CEILOPRT leprous (affected with leprosy) [adj] 

LEPTONIC CEILNOPT LEPTON, former monetary unit of Greece [adj] 

LESBIANS ABEILNSS LESBIAN, female homosexual [n] 

LESBIGAY ABEGILSY lesbian, bisexual, or male homosexual [n -S] 

LESIONED DEEILNOS LESION, to cause abnormal change in structure of organ [v] 

LESSENED DEEELNSS LESSEN, to make or become less [v] 

LESSONED DEELNOSS LESSON, to instruct (to supply with knowledge) [v] 

LETCHING CEGHILNT LETCH, to lech (to engage in lechery) [v] 

LETDOWNS DELNOSTW LETDOWN, decrease [n] 

LETHALLY AEHLLLTY in deadly (fatal (causing or capable of causing death)) manner [adv] 

LETHARGY AEGHLRTY drowsiness; sluggishness [n -GIES] 

LETTERED DEEELRTT LETTER, to mark with letters (written symbols representing speech sounds) [v] 

LETTERER EEELRRTT one that letters (to mark with letters (written symbols representing speech sounds)) [n -S] 

LETTUCES CEELSTTU LETTUCE, herb cultivated as salad plant [n] 

LEUCEMIA ACEEILMU leukemia (disease of blood-forming organs) [n -S] 

LEUCEMIC CCEEILMU LEUCEMIA, leukemia (disease of blood-forming organs) [adj] 

LEUCINES CEEILNSU LEUCINE, amino acid [n] 

LEUCISMS CEILMSSU LEUCISM, unusually pale integument [n]  

LEUCITES CEEILSTU LEUCITE, mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n] 

LEUCITIC CCEIILTU LEUCITE, mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [adj] 

LEUCOMAS ACELMOSU LEUCOMA, leukoma (opacity of cornea) [n] 

LEUCOSES CEELOSSU LEUCOSIS, leukosis (leukemia (disease of blood-forming organs)) [n] 

LEUCOSIS CEILOSSU leukosis (leukemia (disease of blood-forming organs)) [n -SES] 

LEUCOTIC CCEILOTU LEUCOSIS, leukosis (leukemia (disease of blood-forming organs)) [adj] 

LEUKEMIA AEEIKLMU disease of blood-forming organs [n -S] 

LEUKEMIC CEEIKLMU one affected with leukemia [n -S] 

LEUKOMAS AEKLMOSU LEUKOMA, opacity of cornea [n] 

LEUKOSES EEKLOSSU LEUKOSIS, leukemia (disease of blood-forming organs) [n] 

LEUKOSIS EIKLOSSU leukemia (disease of blood-forming organs) [n -SES] 

LEUKOTIC CEIKLOTU LEUKOSIS, leukemia (disease of blood-forming organs) [adj] 

LEVANTED ADEELNTV LEVANT, to avoid debt [v] 

LEVANTER AEELNRTV easterly Mediterranean wind [n -S] 

LEVATORS AELORSTV LEVATOR, muscle that raises organ or part [n] 

LEVEEING EEEGILNV LEVEE, to provide with embankment [v] 

LEVELERS EEELLRSV LEVELER, one that levels (to make even) [n] 

LEVELING EEGILLNV LEVEL, to make even [v] 

LEVELLED DEEELLLV LEVEL, to make even [v] 

LEVELLER EEELLLRV leveler (one that levels (to make even)) [n -S] 

LEVERAGE AEEEGLRV to provide with type of economic advantage [v -D, -GING, -S] 

LEVERETS EEELRSTV LEVERET, young hare [n] 

LEVERING EEGILNRV LEVER, to move with lever (rigid body used to lift weight) [v] 

LEVIABLE ABEEILLV liable to be levied [adj] 

LEVIGATE AEEGILTV to reduce to fine powder [v -D, -TING, -S] 

LEVIRATE AEEILRTV custom of marrying widow of one's brother [n -S] 

LEVITATE AEEILTTV to rise and float in air [v -D, -TING, -S] 

LEVITIES EEIILSTV LEVITY, conduct characterized by lack of seriousness [n] 

LEVODOPA ADELOOPV form of dopa [n -S] 
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LEVOGYRE EEGLORVY turning toward left [adj] 

LEVULINS EILLNSUV LEVULIN, chemical compound [n] 

LEVULOSE EELLOSUV very sweet sugar [n -S] 

LEWDNESS DEELNSSW state of being lewd (obscene (indecent (not decent))) [n -ES] 

LEWISITE EEIILSTW vesicant liquid [n -S] 

LEWISSON EILNOSSW lewis (hoisting device) [n -S] 

LEXICONS CEILNOSX LEXICON, dictionary [n] 

LEXIGRAM AEGILMRX symbol representing word [n -S] 

LIAISING AGIIILNS LIAISE, to establish liaison [v] 

LIAISONS AIILNOSS LIAISON, means for maintaining communication [n] 

LIBATION ABIILNOT ceremonial pouring of liquid [n -S] 

LIBECCIO BCCEIILO southwest wind [n -S] 

LIBELANT ABEILLNT plaintiff in type of lawsuit [n -S] 

LIBELEES BEEEILLS LIBELEE, defendant in type of lawsuit [n] 

LIBELERS BEEILLRS LIBELER, one that libels (to make or publish defamatory statement about) [n] 

LIBELING BEGIILLN LIBEL, to make or publish defamatory statement about [v] 

LIBELIST BEIILLST libeler (one that libels (to make or publish defamatory statement about)) [n -S] 

LIBELLED BDEEILLL LIBEL, to make or publish defamatory statement about [v] 

LIBELLEE BEEEILLL libelee (defendant in type of lawsuit) [n -S] 

LIBELLER BEEILLLR libeler (one that libels (to make or publish defamatory statement about)) [n -S] 

LIBELOUS BEILLOSU defamatory [adj] 

LIBERALS ABEILLRS LIBERAL, person favorable to progress or reform [n] 

LIBERATE ABEEILRT to set free [v -D, -TING, -S] 

LIBRATED ABDEILRT LIBRATE, to move from side to side [v] 

LIBRATES ABEILRST LIBRATE, to move from side to side [v] 

LIBRETTI BEIILRTT LIBRETTO, text of opera [n] 

LIBRETTO BEILORTT text of opera [n -TTI, -S] 

LICENCED CCDEEILN LICENCE, to license (to issue or grant authoritative permission to) [v] 

LICENCEE CCEEEILN licensee (one that is licensed) [n -S] 

LICENCER CCEEILNR licenser (one that licenses (to issue or grant authoritative permission to)) [n -S] 

LICENCES CCEEILNS LICENCE, to license (to issue or grant authoritative permission to) [v] 

LICENSED CDEEILNS LICENSE, to issue or grant authoritative permission to [v] 

LICENSEE CEEEILNS one that is licensed [n -S] 

LICENSER CEEILNRS one that licenses (to issue or grant authoritative permission to) [n -S] 

LICENSES CEEILNSS LICENSE, to issue or grant authoritative permission to [v] 

LICENSOR CEILNORS licenser (one that licenses (to issue or grant authoritative permission to)) [n -S] 

LICHENED CDEEHILN LICHEN, to cover with lichens (flowerless plants) [v] 

LICHENIN CEHIILNN chemical compound [n -S] 

LICHGATE ACEGHILT lychgate (roofed gateway to churchyard) [n -S] 

LICHTING CGHIILNT LICHT, to light (to illuminate) [v] 

LICKINGS CGIIKLNS LICKING, thrashing or beating [n] 

LICKSPIT CIIKLPST fawning person [n -S] 

LICORICE CCEIILOR perennial herb [n -S] 

LIEGEMAN AEEGILMN feudal vassal [n -MEN] 

LIEGEMEN EEEGILMN LIEGEMAN, feudal vassal [n] 

LIENABLE ABEEILLN capable of being subjected to lien [adj] 

LIENTERY EEILNRTY form of diarrhea [n -RIES] 
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LIFEBELT BEEFILLT life preserver shaped like belt [n -S] 

LIFEBOAT ABEFILOT small rescue boat [n -S] 

LIFEBUOY BEFILOUY life preserver shaped like ring [n -S] 

LIFECARE ACEEFILR housing and health services for elderly [n -S] 

LIFELESS EEFILLSS having no life [adj] 

LIFELIKE EEFIIKLL resembling living thing [adj] 

LIFELINE EEFIILLN rope used to aid person in distress [n -S] 

LIFELONG EFGILLNO lasting for lifetime [adj] 

LIFESPAN AEFILNPS lifetime (period of living existence) [n -S] 

LIFETIME EEFIILMT period of living existence [n -S] 

LIFEWAYS AEFILSWY LIFEWAY, way of living [n] 

LIFEWORK EFIKLORW major work of one's lifetime [n -S] 

LIFTABLE ABEFILLT LIFT, to move to higher position [adj] 

LIFTGATE AEFGILTT rear panel on station wagon that opens upward [n -S] 

LIFTOFFS FFFILOST LIFTOFF, vertical takeoff of rocket [n] 

LIGAMENT AEGILMNT band of firm, fibrous tissue [n -S] 

LIGATING AGGIILNT LIGATE, to bind (to tie or secure) [v] 

LIGATION AGIILNOT act of ligating (to bind (to tie or secure)) [n -S] 

LIGATIVE AEGIILTV LIGATION, act of ligating (to bind (to tie or secure)) [adj] 

LIGATURE AEGILRTU to ligate (to bind (to tie or secure)) [v -D, -RING, -S] 

LIGHTENS EGHILNST LIGHTEN, to reduce weight of [v] 

LIGHTERS EGHILRST LIGHTER, to convey in type of barge [v] 

LIGHTEST EGHILSTT LIGHT, having little weight [adj] 

LIGHTFUL FGHILLTU brightly illuminated [adj] 

LIGHTING GGHIILNT illumination [n -S] / LIGHT, to illuminate [v] 

LIGHTISH GHHIILST somewhat light [adj] 

LIGNEOUS EGILNOSU of or resembling wood [adj] 

LIGNITES EGIILNST LIGNITE, type of coal [n] 

LIGNITIC CGIIILNT LIGNITE, type of coal [adj] 

LIGROINE EGIILNOR ligroin (flammable liquid) [n -S] 

LIGROINS GIILNORS LIGROIN, flammable liquid [n] 

LIGULATE AEGILLTU LIGULA, strap-shaped organ or part [adj] 

LIGULOID DGIILLOU LIGULA, strap-shaped organ or part [adj] 

LIKEABLE ABEEIKLL likable (pleasant (pleasing)) [adj] 

LIKEABLY ABEIKLLY LIKEABLE, likable (pleasant (pleasing)) [adv] 

LIKELIER EEIIKLLR LIKELY, probable [adj] 

LIKENESS EEIKLNSS pictorial representation [n -ES] 

LIKENING EGIIKLNN LIKEN, to represent as similar [v] 

LIKEWISE EEIIKLSW in similar (being like but not completely identical to) manner [adv] 

LILLIPUT IILLLPTU very small person [n -S] 

LILYLIKE EIIKLLLY LILY, flowering plant [adj] 

LIMACINE ACEIILMN resembling type of mollusk [adj] 

LIMACONS ACILMNOS LIMACON, type of geometric curve [n] 

LIMBECKS BCEIKLMS LIMBECK, alembic (apparatus formerly used in distilling) [n] 

LIMBERED BDEEILMR LIMBER, to make flexible [v] 

LIMBERER BEEILMRR LIMBER, flexible (capable of being bent) [adj] 

LIMBERLY BEILLMRY LIMBER, flexible (capable of being bent) [adv] 
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LIMBIEST BEIILMST LIMBY, having many large branches [adj] 

LIMBLESS BEILLMSS having no arms or legs [adj] 

LIMBOING BGIILMNO LIMBO, to perform West Indian dance [v] 

LIMBUSES BEILMSSU LIMBUS, distinctive border [n] 

LIMEADES ADEEILMS LIMEADE, beverage (liquid for drinking) [n] 

LIMEKILN EIIKLLMN furnace in which shells are burned to produce lime [n -S] 

LIMELESS EEILLMSS having no lime [adj] 

LIMERICK CEIIKLMR humorous verse [n -S] 

LIMEWASH AEHILMSW mixture of lime and water for coating walls [n -ES] 

LIMINESS EIILMNSS state of being limy (resembling or containing lime) [n -ES] 

LIMITARY AIILMRTY limiting [adj] 

LIMITEDS DEIILMST LIMITED, train or bus making few stops [n] 

LIMITERS EIILMRST LIMITER, one that limits (to restrict (to keep within certain boundaries)) [n] 

LIMITING GIIILMNT LIMIT, to restrict (to keep within certain boundaries) [v] 

LIMNETIC CEIILMNT pertaining to open water of lake or pond [adj] 

LIMONENE EEILMNNO chemical compound [n -S] 

LIMONITE EIILMNOT major ore of iron [n -S] 

LIMONIUM IILMMNOU sea plant of brightly colored funnel-like flowers [n -S] 

LIMPIDLY DIILLMPY LIMPID, transparent [adv] 

LIMPKINS IIKLMNPS LIMPKIN, wading bird [n] 

LIMPNESS EILMNPSS state of being limp (lacking rigidity (state of being rigid (not flexible; strict, harsh))) [n -ES] 

LIMPSIER EIILMPRS LIMPSEY, limpsy (lacking strength or vigor) [adj] / LIMPSY [adj] 

LIMULOID DIILLMOU horseshoe crab [n -S] 

LINALOLS AILLLNOS LINALOL, linalool (fragrant alcohol) [n] 

LINALOOL AILLLNOO fragrant alcohol [n -S] 

LINCHPIN CHIILNNP locking pin inserted in end of shaft [n -S] 

LINDANES ADEILNNS LINDANE, insecticide [n] 

LINDYING DGIILNNY LINDY, to perform fast, lively dance [v] 

LINEABLE ABEEILLN lying in straight line [adj] 

LINEAGES AEEGILNS LINEAGE, direct descent from ancestor [n] 

LINEALLY AEILLLNY LINEAL, being directly descended from ancestor [adv] 

LINEARLY AEILLNRY LINEAR, of or resembling straight line [adv] 

LINEATED ADEEILNT lineate (marked with lines) [adj] 

LINEBRED BDEEILNR produced by interbreeding within particular line of descent [adj] 

LINECUTS CEILNSTU LINECUT, type of printing plate [n] 

LINELESS EEILLNSS having no lines [adj] 

LINELIKE EEIIKLLN resembling line [adj] 

LINEMATE AEEILMNT hockey player on same line as another [n -S] 

LINESMAN AEILMNNS football official [n -MEN] 

LINESMEN EEILMNNS LINESMAN, football official [n] 

LINGCODS CDGILNOS LINGCOD, marine food fish [n] 

LINGERED DEEGILNR LINGER, to delay leaving [v] 

LINGERER EEGILNRR one that lingers (to delay leaving) [n -S] 

LINGERIE EEGIILNR women's underwear [n -RIES] 

LINGIEST EGIILNST LINGY, covered with heaths [adj] 

LINGUALS AGILLNSU LINGUAL, sound articulated with tongue [n] 

LINGUICA ACGIILNU spicy Portuguese sausage [n -S] 
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LINGUINE EGIILNNU linguini (type of pasta (food made of dough)) [n -S] 

LINGUINI GIIILNNU type of pasta (food made of dough) [n -S] 

LINGUISA AGIILNSU linguica (spicy Portuguese sausage) [n -S] 

LINGUIST GIILNSTU person skilled in several languages [n -S] 

LINGULAE AEGILLNU LINGULA, organ or process shaped like tongue [n] 

LINGULAR AGILLNRU LINGULA, organ or process shaped like tongue [adj] 

LINIMENT EIILMNNT medicinal liquid [n -S] 

LINKABLE ABEIKLLN LINK, to connect (to join together) [adj] 

LINKAGES AEGIKLNS LINKAGE, act of linking (to connect (to join together)) [n] 

LINKBOYS BIKLNOSY LINKBOY, man or boy hired to carry torch to light way along dark streets [n] 

LINKSMAN AIKLMNNS golfer (one that golfs (to play golf (type of ball game))) [n -MEN] 

LINKSMEN EIKLMNNS LINKSMAN, golfer (one that golfs (to play golf (type of ball game))) [n] 

LINKWORK IKKLNORW something composed of interlocking rings [n -S] 

LINOCUTS CILNOSTU LINOCUT, print made from design cut into linoleum [n] 

LINOLEUM EILLMNOU durable material used as floor covering [n -S] 

LINOTYPE EILNOPTY to set type with machine [v -D, -PING, -S] 

LINSANGS AGILNNSS LINSANG, carnivorous mammal [n] 

LINSEEDS DEEILNSS LINSEED, flaxseed (seed of flax) [n] 

LINSTOCK CIKLNOST stick having one end divided to hold match [n -S] 

LINTELED DEEILLNT LINTEL, horizontal supporting beam [adj] 

LINTIEST EIILNSTT LINTY, covered with lint [adj] 

LINTLESS EILLNSST free from lint [adj] 

LINURONS ILNNORSU LINURON, herbicide [n] 

LIONFISH FHIILNOS tropical fish [n -ES] 

LIONISED DEIILNOS LIONISE, to lionize (to treat or regard as celebrity) [v] 

LIONISER EIILNORS one that lionises (to lionize (to treat or regard as celebrity)) [n -S] 

LIONISES EIILNOSS LIONISE, to lionize (to treat or regard as celebrity) [v] 

LIONIZED DEIILNOZ LIONIZE, to treat or regard as celebrity [v] 

LIONIZER EIILNORZ one that lionizes (to treat or regard as celebrity) [n -S] 

LIONIZES EIILNOSZ LIONIZE, to treat or regard as celebrity [v] 

LIONLIKE EIIKLLNO resembling lion (large, carnivorous feline mammal) [adj] 

LIPGLOSS GILLOPSS cosmetic for making lips glossy [n -ES] 

LIPLINER EIILLNPR cosmetic applied to outline lips [n -S] 

LIPOCYTE CEILOPTY fat-producing cell [n -S] 

LIPOGRAM AGILMOPR writing in which certain letter of alphabet is omitted [n -S] 

LIPOIDAL ADIILLOP LIPOID, lipid (any of class of fatty substances) [adj] 

LIPOMATA AAILMOPT LIPOMA, tumor of fatty tissue [n] 

LIPOSOME EILMOOPS microscopic globule composed of lipids [n -S] 

LIPPENED DEEILNPP LIPPEN, to trust (to place confidence in) [v] 

LIPPERED DEEILPPR LIPPER, to ripple (to form ripples (small waves)) [v] 

LIPPIEST EIILPPST LIPPY, impudent (offensively bold or disrespectful) [adj] 

LIPPINGS GIILNPPS LIPPING, liplike outgrowth of bone [n] 

LIPREADS ADEILPRS LIPREAD, to understand spoken words by interpreting lip movements of speaker [v] 

LIPSTICK CIIKLPST cosmetic used to color lips [n -S] 

LIQUATED ADEILQTU LIQUATE, to purify metal by heating [v] 

LIQUATES AEILQSTU LIQUATE, to purify metal by heating [v] 

LIQUEURS EILQRSUU LIQUEUR, sweetened alcoholic beverage [n] 
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LIQUIDLY DIILLQUY in free-flowing manner [adv] 

LIQUORED DEILOQRU LIQUOR, to intoxicate with liquor (alcoholic beverage) [v] 

LIRIOPES EIILOPRS LIRIOPE, stemless Asian herb [n] 

LIRIPIPE EIIILPPR long scarf [n -S] 

LISPINGS GIILNPSS LISPING, act of lisping [n] 

LISSOMLY ILLMOSSY LISSOM, lissome (lithe (bending easily)) [adv] 

LISTABLE ABEILLST LIST, to write down in particular order [adj] 

LISTENED DEEILNST LISTEN, to make conscious use of sense of hearing [v] 

LISTENER EEILNRST one that listens (to make conscious use of sense of hearing) [n -S] 

LISTERIA AEIILRST rod-shaped bacterium [n -S] 

LISTICLE CEIILLST article consisting of list of items [n -S]  

LISTINGS GIILNSST LISTING, something that is listed [n] 

LISTLESS EILLSSST languid (lacking in vigor or vitality) [adj] 

LISTSERV EILRSSTV email system that automatically sends messages to all subscribers [n -S] 

LITANIES AEIILNST LITANY, ceremonial form of prayer [n] 

LITENESS EEILNSST state of being lite (lacking in substance) [n -ES] 

LITERACY ACEILRTY ability to read and write [n -CIES] 

LITERALS AEILLRST LITERAL, small error in printing or writing [n] 

LITERARY AEILRRTY of, pertaining to, or having characteristics of books and writings [adj] 

LITERATE AEEILRTT one who can read and write [n -S] 

LITERATI AEIILRTT scholars collectively [n LITERATI] 

LITHARGE AEGHILRT monoxide of lead [n -S] 

LITHEMIA AEHIILMT excess of uric acid in blood [n -S] 

LITHEMIC CEHIILMT LITHEMIA, excess of uric acid in blood [adj] 

LITHIUMS HIILMSTU LITHIUM, metallic element [n] 

LITHOING GHIILNOT LITHO, to make prints by lithography [v] 

LITHOSOL HILLOOST type of soil [n -S] 

LITIGANT AGIILNTT one who is engaged in lawsuit [n -S] 

LITIGATE AEGIILTT to subject to legal proceedings [v -D, -TING, -S] 

LITMUSES EILMSSTU LITMUS, blue coloring matter [n] 

LITTERED DEEILRTT LITTER, to scatter rubbish about [v] 

LITTERER EEILRRTT one that litters (to scatter rubbish about) [n -S] 

LITTLEST EILLSTTT LITTLE, small (of limited size or quantity) [adj] 

LITTLISH HIILLSTT somewhat little [adj] 

LITTORAL AILLORTT coastal region [n -S] 

LITURGIC CGIILRTU LITURGY, prescribed system of public worship [adj] 

LIVEABLE ABEEILLV livable (suitable for living in) [adj] 

LIVELIER EEIILLRV LIVELY, full of energy [adj] 

LIVELILY EIILLLVY LIVELY, full of energy [adv] 

LIVELONG EGILLNOV long in passing [adj] 

LIVENERS EEILNRSV LIVENER, one that livens (to make lively) [n] 

LIVENESS EEILNSSV state of being live (having life (quality that distinguishes animals and plants from inanimate matter)) [n -ES] 

LIVENING EGIILNNV LIVEN, to make lively [v] 

LIVERIED DEEIILRV wearing livery (uniform worn by servants) [adj] 

LIVERIES EEIILRSV LIVERY, uniform worn by servants [n] 

LIVERING EGIILNRV LIVER, to thicken or gel [v] 

LIVERISH EHIILRSV having disorder of liver (bodily organ) [adj] 
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LIVETRAP AEILPRTV to capture in type of animal trap [v -PPED, -PPING, -S] 

LIVEWARE AEEILRVW working personnel [n -S] 

LIVEWELL EEILLLVW container of water in boat for keeping fish alive [n -S] 

LIVEYERS EEILRSVY LIVEYER, livyer (permanent resident of Newfoundland) [n] 

LIVIDITY DIIILTVY state of being livid (having skin abnormally discolored) [n -TIES] 

LIVINGLY GIILLNVY realistically (in realistic manner) [adv] 

LIXIVIAL AIIILLVX LIXIVIUM, solution obtained by leaching [adj] 

LIXIVIUM IIILMUVX solution obtained by leaching [n -IA, -S] 

LOADABLE AABDELLO LOAD, to place in or on means of conveyance [adj] 

LOADINGS ADGILNOS LOADING, burden [n] 

LOADSTAR AADLORST lodestar (star used as point of reference) [n -S] 

LOAFINGS AFGILNOS LOAFING, place where cattle are allowed to roam freely [n] 

LOAMIEST AEILMOST LOAMY, resembling loam [adj] 

LOAMLESS AELLMOSS having no loam [adj] 

LOANABLE AABELLNO LOAN, to lend (to give temporary use of) [adj] 

LOANINGS AGILNNOS LOANING, lane (narrow passageway) [n] 

LOANWORD ADLNOORW word taken from another language [n -S] 

LOATHERS AEHLORST LOATHER, one that loathes (to detest greatly) [n] 

LOATHFUL AFHLLOTU repulsive [adj] 

LOATHING AGHILNOT extreme dislike [n -S] / LOATHE, to detest greatly [v] 

LOBATELY ABELLOTY LOBATE, having lobes (rounded, projecting anatomical part) [adv] 

LOBATION ABILNOOT formation of lobes [n -S] 

LOBBYERS BBELORSY LOBBYER, lobbyist (one who lobbies) [n] 

LOBBYGOW BBGLOOWY errand boy [n -S] 

LOBBYING BBGILNOY LOBBY, to attempt to influence legislators [v] / soliciting of support of influential person [n -S] 

LOBBYISM BBILMOSY practice of lobbying [n -S] 

LOBBYIST BBILOSTY one who lobbies [n -S] 

LOBEFINS BEFILNOS LOBEFIN, bony fish [n] 

LOBELESS BEELLOSS lacking lobe (rounded, projecting anatomical part) [adj] 

LOBELIAS ABEILLOS LOBELIA, flowering plant [n] 

LOBELINE BEEILLNO poisonous alkaloid [n -S] 

LOBLOLLY BLLLLOOY pine tree [n -LLIES] 

LOBOTOMY BLMOOOTY type of surgical operation [n -MIES] 

LOBSTERS BELORSST LOBSTER, to fish for lobsters (marine crustaceans) [v] 

LOBSTICK BCIKLOST tree with its lower branches trimmed [n -S] 

LOBTAILS ABILLOST LOBTAIL, (of whale) to slap its tail against surface of water [v] 

LOBULATE ABELLOTU LOBULE, small lobe [adj] 

LOBULOSE BELLOOSU LOBULE, small lobe [adj] 

LOBWORMS BLMOORSW LOBWORM, lugworm (burrowing marine worm) [n] 

LOCALISE ACEILLOS to localize (to confine to particular area) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

LOCALISM ACILLMOS custom or mannerism peculiar to locality [n -S] 

LOCALIST ACILLOST one who is strongly concerned with matters of locality [n -S] 

LOCALITE ACEILLOT resident of locality [n -S] 

LOCALITY ACILLOTY area or neighborhood [n -TIES] 

LOCALIZE ACEILLOZ to confine to particular area [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

LOCATERS ACELORST LOCATER, one that locates (to determine position of) [n] 

LOCATING ACGILNOT LOCATE, to determine position of [v] 
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LOCATION ACILNOOT place where something is at given moment [n -S] 

LOCATIVE ACEILOTV type of grammatical case [n -S] 

LOCATORS ACLOORST LOCATOR, locater (one that locates (to determine position of)) [n] 

LOCAVORE ACELOORV one who eats foods grown locally when possible [n -S] 

LOCKABLE ABCEKLLO LOCK, to secure by means of mechanical fastening device [adj] 

LOCKAGES ACEGKLOS LOCKAGE, toll on ship passing through canal [n] 

LOCKDOWN CDKLNOOW confinement of prisoners to their cells [n -S] 

LOCKJAWS ACJKLOSW LOCKJAW, form of tetanus [n] 

LOCKLESS CEKLLOSS lacking lock (mechanical fastening device) [adj] 

LOCKNUTS CKLNOSTU LOCKNUT, nut which keeps another from loosening [n] 

LOCKOUTS CKLOOSTU LOCKOUT, closing of business to coerce employees to agree to terms [n] 

LOCKRAMS ACKLMORS LOCKRAM, coarse, linen fabric [n] 

LOCKSETS CEKLOSST LOCKSET, set of hardware for locking door [n] 

LOCKSTEP CEKLOPST mode of marching in close file [n -S] 

LOCOFOCO CCFLOOOO type of friction match [n -S] 

LOCOISMS CILMOOSS LOCOISM, disease of livestock [n] 

LOCOMOTE CELMOOOT to move about [v -D, -TING, -S] 

LOCOWEED CDEELOOW plant that causes poisoning when eaten by livestock [n -S] 

LOCULATE ACELLOTU locular (having or divided into loculi) [adj] 

LOCUSTAE ACELOSTU LOCUSTA, spikelet (type of flower cluster) [n] 

LOCUSTAL ACLLOSTU LOCUSTA, spikelet (type of flower cluster) [adj] 

LOCUTION CILNOOTU particular form of expression [n -S] 

LOCUTORY CLOORTUY room in monastery for conversation [n -RIES] 

LODESTAR ADELORST star used as point of reference [n -S] 

LODGINGS DGGILNOS LODGING, temporary place to live [n] 

LODGMENT DEGLMNOT lodging (temporary place to live) [n -S] 

LODICULE CDEILLOU scale at base of ovary of grass [n -S] 

LOESSIAL AEILLOSS LOESS, soil deposit [adj] 

LOFTIEST EFILOSTT LOFTY, extending high in air [adj] 

LOFTLESS EFLLOSST having no loft [adj] 

LOFTLIKE EFIKLLOT resembling loft [adj] 

LOGBOOKS BGKLOOOS LOGBOOK, record book of ship or aircraft [n] 

LOGGIEST EGGILOST LOGGY, logy (sluggish (displaying little movement or activity)) [adj] 

LOGGINGS GGGILNOS LOGGING, business of cutting down trees for timber [n] 

LOGICIAN ACGIILNO one who is skilled in logic [n -S] 

LOGICISE CEGIILOS to logicize (to reason (to derive inferences or conclusions from known or presumed facts)) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

LOGICIZE CEGIILOZ to reason (to derive inferences or conclusions from known or presumed facts) [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

LOGINESS EGILNOSS state of being logy (sluggish (displaying little movement or activity)) [n -ES] 

LOGISTIC CGIILOST symbolic logic [n -S] 

LOGOGRAM AGGLMOOR symbol used to represent entire word [n -S] 

LOGOMACH ACGHLMOO one given to arguing about words [n -S] 

LOGOTYPE EGLOOPTY piece of type bearing syllable, word, or words [n -S] 

LOGOTYPY GLOOPTYY use of logotypes [n -PIES] 

LOGROLLS GLLLOORS LOGROLL, to obtain passage of by exchanging political favors [v] 

LOGWOODS DGLOOOSW LOGWOOD, tropical tree [n] 

LOITERED DEEILORT LOITER, to stand idly about [v] 

LOITERER EEILORRT one that loiters (to stand idly about) [n -S] 
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LOLLIPOP ILLLOOPP piece of candy on end of stick [n -S] 

LOLLOPED DELLLOOP LOLLOP, to loll (to lounge (to recline or lean in relaxed, lazy manner)) [v] 

LOLLYGAG AGGLLLOY to lallygag (to dawdle (to waste time)) [v -GGED, -GGING, -S] 

LOLLYPOP LLLOOPPY lollipop (piece of candy on end of stick) [n -S] 

LOMENTUM ELMMNOTU loment (type of plant pod) [n -TA, -S] 

LONELIER EEILLNOR LONELY, sad from lack of companionship [adj] 

LONELILY EILLLNOY LONELY, sad from lack of companionship [adv] 

LONENESS EELNNOSS state of being lone (having no companions) [n -ES] 

LONESOME EELMNOOS self (total, essential, or particular being of one person) [n -S] 

LONGBOAT ABGLNOOT largest boat carried by sailing vessel [n -S] 

LONGBOWS BGLNOOSW LONGBOW, type of archery bow [n] 

LONGEING EGGILNNO LONGE, to guide horse by means of long rope [v] 

LONGERON EGLNNOOR longitudinal support of airplane [n -S] 

LONGFORM FGLMNOOR long in form [adj]  

LONGHAIR AGHILNOR intellectual [n -S] 

LONGHAND ADGHLNNO ordinary handwriting [n -S] 

LONGHEAD ADEGHLNO person having long skull [n -S] 

LONGHORN GHLNNOOR one of breed of long-horned cattle [n -S] 

LONGINGS GGILNNOS LONGING, strong desire [n] 

LONGJUMP GJLMNOPU to jump for distance from running start [v -ED, -ING, -S 

LONGLEAF AEFGLLNO evergreen tree [n -AVES] 

LONGLINE EGILLNNO type of fishing line [n -S] 

LONGNECK CEGKLNNO beer bottle with long neck [n -S] 

LONGNESS EGLNNOSS state of being long (extending for considerable distance) [n -ES] 

LONGSHIP GHILNOPS medieval ship [n -S] 

LONGSOME EGLMNOOS tediously long [adj] 

LONGSPUR GLNOPRSU long-clawed finch [n -S] 

LONGTIME EGILMNOT of long duration [adj] 

LONGUEUR EGLNORUU dull and tedious section [n -S] 

LONGWAYS AGLNOSWY longwise (lengthwise) [adv] 

LONGWISE EGILNOSW lengthwise [adv] 

LONICERA ACEILNOR shrub with fragrant flowers [n -S] 

LOOKDOWN DKLNOOOW marine fish [n -S] 

LOOKISMS IKLMOOSS LOOKISM, discrimination based on physical appearance [n] 

LOOKISTS IKLOOSST LOOKIST, one that practices lookism [n] 

LOOKITED DEIKLOOT LOOKIT, to look at [v] 

LOOKOUTS KLOOOSTU LOOKOUT, one engaged in keeping watch [n] 

LOOKSISM IKLMOOSS lookism (discrimination based on physical appearance) [n -S] 

LOONIEST EILNOOST LOONEY, loony (crazy (insane (mentally unsound))) [adj] / LOONY [adj] 

LOOPHOLE EHLLOOOP to make small openings in [v -D, -LING, -S] 

LOOPIEST EILOOPST LOOPY, full of loops [adj] 

LOOSENED DEELNOOS LOOSEN, to make looser [v] 

LOOSENER EELNOORS one that loosens (to make looser) [n -S] 

LOOTINGS GILNOOST LOOTING, act of stealing goods left unprotected [n] 

LOPINGLY GILLNOPY in manner of one that lopes [adv] 

LOPPERED DEELOPPR LOPPER, to curdle (to congeal (to change from fluid to solid)) [v] 

LOPPIEST EILOPPST LOPPY, hanging limply [adj] 
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LOPSIDED DDEILOPS leaning to one side [adj] 

LOPSTICK CIKLOPST lobstick (tree with its lower branches trimmed) [n -S] 

LOQUITUR ILOQRTUU he or she speaks [v] 

LORDINGS DGILNORS LORDING, lordling (young or unimportant lord) [n] 

LORDLESS DELLORSS having no lord [adj] 

LORDLIER DEILLORR LORDLY, of or befitting lord [adj] 

LORDLIKE DEIKLLOR lordly (of or befitting lord) [adj] 

LORDLING DGILLNOR young or unimportant lord [n -S] 

LORDOMAS ADLMOORS LORDOMA, lordosis (curvature of spinal column) [n] 

LORDOSES DELOORSS LORDOSIS, curvature of spinal column [n] 

LORDOSIS DILOORSS curvature of spinal column [n -SES] 

LORDOTIC CDILOORT LORDOSIS, curvature of spinal column [adj] 

LORDSHIP DHILOPRS power of lord [n -S] 

LORGNONS GLNNOORS LORGNON, pair of eyeglasses with handle [n] 

LORICATE ACEILORT animal having lorica [n -S] 

LORIKEET EEIKLORT small parrot [n -S] 

LORIMERS EILMORRS LORIMER, maker of implements for harnesses and saddles [n] 

LORINERS EILNORRS LORINER, lorimer (maker of implements for harnesses and saddles) [n] 

LORNNESS ELNNORSS state of being lorn (abandoned) [n -ES] 

LOSINGLY GILLNOSY in manner characterized by defeat [adv] 

LOSSLESS ELLOSSSS done or being without loss [adj] 

LOSTNESS ELNOSSST state of being lost (not to be found or recovered) [n -ES] 

LOTHARIO AHILOORT seducer of women [n -S] 

LOTHSOME EHLMOOST repulsive [adj] 

LOUDENED DDEELNOU LOUDEN, to make or become louder [v] 

LOUDLIER DEILLORU LOUDLY, in loud (strongly audible) manner [adv] 

LOUDNESS DELNOSSU quality of being loud (strongly audible) [n -ES] 

LOUNGERS EGLNORSU LOUNGER, one that lounges (to recline or lean in relaxed, lazy manner) [n] 

LOUNGIER EGILNORU LOUNGY, suitable for lounging [adj] 

LOUNGING GGILNNOU LOUNGE, to recline or lean in relaxed, lazy manner [v] 

LOUSIEST EILOSSTU LOUSY, mean or contemptible [adj] 

LOUVERED DEELORUV LOUVER, type of window [adj] 

LOVEABLE ABEELLOV lovable (having qualities that attract love) [adj] 

LOVEABLY ABELLOVY LOVEABLE, lovable (having qualities that attract love) [adv] 

LOVEBIRD BDEILORV small parrot [n -S] 

LOVEBUGS BEGLOSUV LOVEBUG, small black fly that swarms along highways [n] 

LOVEFEST EEFLOSTV gathering to promote good feeling [n -S] 

LOVELESS EELLOSSV feeling no love [adj] 

LOVELIER EEILLORV LOVELY, beautiful [adj] 

LOVELIES EEILLOSV LOVELY, beautiful woman [n] 

LOVELILY EILLLOVY in lovely (beautiful) manner [adv] 

LOVELOCK CEKLLOOV lock of hair hanging separately [n -S] 

LOVELORN ELLNOORV not loved (to feel great affection for) [adj] 

LOVESEAT AEELOSTV small sofa for two persons [n -S] 

LOVESICK CEIKLOSV languishing with love [adj] 

LOVESOME EELMOOSV lovely (beautiful) [adj] 

LOVEVINE EEILNOVV twining herb [n -S] 
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LOVINGLY GILLNOVY in loving manner [adv] 

LOWBALLS ABLLLOSW LOWBALL, to give customer deceptively low price [v] 

LOWBROWS BLOORSWW LOWBROW, uncultivated person [n] 

LOWDOWNS DLNOOSWW LOWDOWN, whole truth [n] 

LOWERING EGILNORW LOWER, to appear dark and threatening [v] 

LOWLANDS ADLLNOSW LOWLAND, area of land lying lower than adjacent country [n] 

LOWLIEST EILLOSTW LOWLY, low in position or rank [adj] 

LOWLIFER EFILLORW lowlife (despicable person) [n -S] 

LOWLIFES EFILLOSW LOWLIFE, despicable person [n] 

LOWLIGHT GHILLOTW unpleasant event, detail, or part [n -S] 

LOWLIVES EILLOSVW LOWLIFE, despicable person [n] 

LOWRIDER DEILORRW car having lowered suspension [n -S] 

LOYALEST AELLOSTY LOYAL, faithful to one's allegiance [adj] 

LOYALISM AILLMOSY loyalty (state of being loyal (faithful to one's allegiance)) [n -S] 

LOYALIST AILLOSTY one who is loyal [n -S] 

LOZENGES EEGLNOSZ LOZENGE, small, often medicated candy [n] 

LUBBERLY BBELLRUY LUBBER, clumsy person [adj] 

LUBRICAL ABCILLRU lubric (slippery (causing or tending to cause slipping)) [adj] 

LUCARNES ACELNRSU LUCARNE, type of window [n] 

LUCENCES CCEELNSU LUCENCE, lucency (quality of being lucent (giving off light)) [n] 

LUCENTLY CELLNTUY LUCENT, giving off light [adv] 

LUCERNES CEELNRSU LUCERNE, alfalfa (plant cultivated for use as hay and forage) [n] 

LUCIDEST CDEILSTU LUCID, easily understood [adj] 

LUCIDITY CDIILTUY quality of being lucid (easily understood) [n -TIES] 

LUCIFERS CEFILRSU LUCIFER, friction match [n] 

LUCKIEST CEIKLSTU LUCKY, having good fortune [adj] 

LUCKLESS CEKLLSSU unlucky (not lucky (having good fortune)) [adj] 

LUCULENT CELLNTUU lucid (easily understood) [adj] 

LUGGAGES AEGGGLSU LUGGAGE, articles containing traveler's belongings [n] 

LUGSAILS AGILLSSU LUGSAIL, type of sail [n] 

LUGWORMS GLMORSUW LUGWORM, burrowing marine worm [n] 

LUKEWARM AEKLMRUW moderately warm [adj] 

LUMBAGOS ABGLMOSU LUMBAGO, pain in lower back [n] 

LUMBERED BDEELMRU LUMBER, to cut down and prepare timber for market [v] 

LUMBERER BEELMRRU one that lumbers (to cut down and prepare timber for market) [n -S] 

LUMBERLY BELLMRUY moving slowly with heavy gait [adj] 

LUMINARY AILMNRUY body that gives light [n -RIES] 

LUMINISM IILMMNSU style of painting [n -S] 

LUMINIST IILMNSTU painter who uses effects of light [n -S] 

LUMINOUS ILMNOSUU giving off light [adj] 

LUMMOXES ELMMOSUX LUMMOX, clumsy person [n] 

LUMPFISH FHILMPSU marine fish [n -ES] 

LUMPIEST EILMPSTU LUMPY, full of lumps [adj] 

LUNACIES ACEILNSU LUNACY, insanity (state of being insane; something utterly foolish) [n] 

LUNARIAN AAILNNRU supposed inhabitant of moon [n -S] 

LUNATELY AELLNTUY LUNATE, crescent-shaped [adv] 

LUNATICS ACILNSTU LUNATIC, insane person [n] 
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LUNATION AILNNOTU interval between two successive new moons [n -S] 

LUNCHBOX BCHLNOUX container for carrying meals to school or work [n -ES] 

LUNCHEON CEHLNNOU noonday meal [n -S] 

LUNCHERS CEHLNRSU LUNCHER, one that lunches (to eat noonday meal) [n] 

LUNCHING CGHILNNU LUNCH, to eat noonday meal [v] 

LUNETTES EELNSTTU LUNETTE, crescent-shaped object [n] 

LUNGEING EGGILNNU LUNGE, to make forceful forward movement [v] 

LUNGFISH FGHILNSU type of fish [n -ES] 

LUNGFULS FGLLNSUU LUNGFUL, as much as lungs can hold [n] 

LUNGLESS EGLLNSSU having no lung [adj] 

LUNGWORM GLMNORUW parasitic worm [n -S] 

LUNGWORT GLNORTUW European herb [n -S] 

LUNKHEAD ADEHKLNU stupid person [n -S] 

LUNULATE AELLNTUU LUNULA, small crescent-shaped structure [adj] 

LUPANARS AALNPRSU LUPANAR, brothel (house of prostitution) [n] 

LUPULINS ILLNPSUU LUPULIN, medicinal powder obtained from hop plant [n] 

LURCHERS CEHLRRSU LURCHER, one that lurks or prowls [n] 

LURCHING CGHILNRU LURCH, to sway abruptly [v] 

LURDANES ADELNRSU LURDANE, lurdan (lazy or stupid person) [n] 

LURINGLY GILLNRUY in enticing manner [adv] 

LUSCIOUS CILOSSUU having very pleasing taste or smell [adj] 

LUSHNESS EHLNSSSU state of being lush (abounding in vegetation) [n -ES] 

LUSTERED DEELRSTU LUSTER, to make or become lustrous [v] 

LUSTIEST EILSSTTU LUSTY, full of vigor [adj] 

LUSTRATE AELRSTTU to purify ceremonially [v -D, -TING, -S] 

LUSTRINE EILNRSTU lustring (glossy silk fabric) [n -S] 

LUSTRING GILNRSTU glossy silk fabric [n -S] / LUSTRE, to luster (to make or become lustrous) [v] 

LUSTROUS LORSSTUU reflecting light evenly and efficiently [adj] 

LUSTRUMS LMRSSTUU LUSTRUM, ceremonial purification of population in ancient Rome [n] 

LUTANIST AILNSTTU one who plays lute [n -S] 

LUTECIUM CEILMTUU lutetium (metallic element) [n -S] 

LUTEFISK EFIKLSTU dried codfish [n -S] 

LUTENIST EILNSTTU lutanist (one who plays lute) [n -S] 

LUTEOLIN EILLNOTU yellow pigment [n -S] 

LUTETIUM EILMTTUU metallic element [n -S] 

LUTFISKS FIKLSSTU LUTFISK, lutefisk (dried codfish) [n] 

LUTHERNS EHLNRSTU LUTHERN, type of window [n] 

LUTHIERS EHILRSTU LUTHIER, one who makes stringed instruments [n] 

LUXATING AGILNTUX LUXATE, to put out of joint [v] 

LUXATION AILNOTUX act of luxating (to put out of joint) [n -S] 

LUXURIES EILRSUUX LUXURY, free indulgence in that which affords pleasure or comfort [n] 

LYCHGATE ACEGHLTY roofed gateway to churchyard [n -S] 

LYCOPENE CEELNOPY red pigment [n -S] 

LYCOPODS CDLOOPSY LYCOPOD, evergreen plant [n] 

LYCOPSID CDILOPSY type of club moss [n -S] 

LYDDITES DDEILSTY LYDDITE, explosive [n] 

LYMPHOID DHILMOPY LYMPH, body fluid containing white blood cells [adj] 
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LYMPHOMA AHLMMOPY type of tumor (abnormal swelling) [n -S, -TA] 

LYMPHOUS HLMOPSUY LYMPH, body fluid containing white blood cells [adj] 

LYNCHERS CEHLNRSY LYNCHER, one that lynches (to put to death without legal sanction) [n] 

LYNCHING CGHILNNY act of one who lynches [n -S] / LYNCH, to put to death without legal sanction [v] 

LYNCHPIN CHILNNPY linchpin (locking pin inserted in end of shaft) [n -S] 

LYOPHILE EHILLOPY pertaining to type of colloid [adj] 

LYRATELY AELLRTYY LYRATE, having shape of lyre [adv] 

LYREBIRD BDEILRRY Australian bird [n -S] 

LYRICISE CEIILRSY to lyricize (to write lyrics) [v -D, -CING, -S] 

LYRICISM CIILMRSY quality of being lyrics [n -S] 

LYRICIST CIILRSTY one who writes words for songs [n -S] 

LYRICIZE CEIILRYZ to write lyrics [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

LYRICONS CILNORSY LYRICON, electronic wind instrument [n] 

LYRIFORM FILMORRY lyrate (having shape of lyre) [adj] 

LYSOGENS EGLNOSSY LYSOGEN, type of antigen (substance that stimulates production of antibodies) [n] 

LYSOGENY EGLNOSYY state of being like lysogen [n -NIES] 

LYSOSOME ELMOOSSY saclike part of cell [n -S] 

LYSOZYME ELMOSYYZ enzyme (complex protein) [n -S] 

LYTHRUMS HLMRSTUY LYTHRUM, flowering plant [n] 
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